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Abstrat Reently, an inreasing number of IR studies has triggered a resurgene of interest in rede�ning the

algorithmi estimation of relevane, whih implies a shift from topial to multidimensional relevane assessment.

A key underlying aspet whih emerged when addressing this fundamental onept in information sienes, is

the aggregation of the relevane assessments related to eah of the onsidered dimensions. In order to takle

this issue, the most ommonly adopted forms of aggregation are based on lassial weighted means and linear

ombination shemes. Although some initiatives were reently proposed, none was onerned with onsidering
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the inherent dependenies and interations existing among the relevane riteria as it is the ase in many real-life

appliations. In this paper, we present a new fuzzy based operator, alled iAggregator, for multidimensional

relevane aggregation. Its main originality, beyond its apability of modelling interations between the di�erent

relevane riteria, stands in its generalization of many lassial aggregation funtions. To validate our proposal,

we apply our operator within a tweet searh task. Carried out experiments using a standard benhmark, namely

TREC Miroblog

1

, emphasize the relevane of our ontribution and its superiority to traditional aggregation

shemes suh as linear ombination mehanisms, weighted means and the Owa operator. In addition, it out-

performs state-of-the-art aggregation operators suh as the Soring and the And prioritized operators as well

as some representative learning to rank algorithms.

Keywords Information retrieval, multiple riteria, multidimensional relevane, aggregation, fuzzy measure,

Choquet integral, miroblogging, tweet searh.

1 Introdution

Multi-riteria aggregation is an issue that has been thoroughly addressed in soial hoie (Condoret, 1785;

Fishburn, 1972; Arrow, 1974), engineering design (Neumann & Morgenstern, 1953; Keeney & Rai�a, 1993)

and omputer vision appliations (Dubois & Prade, 2004; Torra, 2005), to ite but a few. The multi-riteria

aggregation arises when for a given task, there are several alternatives that have to be ordered with respet to

di�erent riteria, and we are faed with the problem of ombining them in order to �gure out a ranking over the

set of alternatives. The need of aggregating several inputs into a single representative output allowed suessful

appliations of aggregation funtions to �elds as diverse as information retrieval (IR) (Farah & Vanderpooten,

2007) to Multiple Criteria Deision Analysis (MCDA) (Steuer, 1986; Grabish, Kojadinovi, & Meyer, 2008),

data fusion (Vogt & Cottrell, 1999; Ah-Pine, 2008) to database retrieval (Le Calvé & Savoy, 2000). In this

paper, we are more partiularly interested in addressing this issue within the IR �eld. Atually, as ranking
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and relevane are the main ores of IR systems (Hawking, Craswell, Bailey, & Gri�ths, 2001), a great deal of

researh has triggered a resurgene of interest in revisiting the onept of relevane onsidering several riteria.

In fat, many of the proposed state-of-the-art early IR models rank douments by omputing single sores

separately with respet to one single objetive riterion, rather than onsidering other relevane dimensions

enompassing ontextual features with respet to users or douments (Borlund, 2003). This most ommonly

used riterion, that in some appliations even beomes a synonym of relevane, is the topial one, also namely

subjet relevane (Vikery, 1959). It expresses the doument's topial overlap with the user's information need,

whih is basially and solely based on the topiality mathing. However, several studies showed that relevane

is a multidimensional onept (Borlund, 2003; A. R. Taylor, Cool, Belkin, & Amadio, 2007; Saraevi, 2007;

A. R. Taylor, 2012) that goes beyond simple topial relevane. Authors in (A. R. Taylor et al., 2007) onduted

an experimental study and reported that: �IR systems must provide a riher set of searh riteria beyond

topiality�.

Furthermore, this multidimensional property is witnessed in many IR appliations suh as mobile IR (Cong,

Jensen, & Wu, 2009; Bouidghaghen et al., 2011; Churh & Smyth, 2008; Göker & Myrhaug, 2008), soial IR

(Beker, Naaman, & Gravano, 2011; Ounis, Madonald, & Soboro�, 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Berardi, Esuli,

Marheggiani, & Sebastiani, 2011; Damak et al., 2011) and personalized IR (Gauh, Cha�ee, & Pretshner,

2003; Costa Pereira, Dragoni, & Pasi, 2009; Daoud, Tamine, & Boughanem, 2010; Costa Pereira, Dragoni, &

Pasi, 2012; F. Liu, Yu, & Meng, 2004; Ma, Pant, & Sheng, 2007). In a mobile IR setting, users usually searh

for information while moving. The goal of any IR system addressing this issue is to tailor the searh results to

the user's needs aording to several ontextual riteria suh as loation, time and user's interests features, in

order to deliver the information that better addresses the user's situation in spatio-temporal appliations. While

personalized IR approahes onsider user preferenes as the main relevane riteria, soial IR ones onsider the

user's ommunity rather than just the individual as the basi lue for relevane omputation. The latter problem

is faed in many settings by involving some signi�ant features regarding the searh task at hand. For instane,
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the tweet searh task is driven by a variety of riteria suh as authority, topiality and reeny of tweets (Chen

et al., 2012; Duan, Jiang, Qin, Zhou, & Shum, 2010).

Thus, the main hallenge that atually arises, is to �nd the suitable aggregation sheme to ombine the single

sores related to single riteria evaluations into a global sore of douments representing the overall relevane

estimate. We notie that despite the overwhelming number of publiations that highlighted the multidimensional

nature of relevane and the wide range of aggregation operators that have been proposed in the literature, the

multidimensional relevane aggregation problem in IR has not su�iently grasped the attention it deserves

(Costa Pereira et al., 2009, 2012). The most widely used forms of aggregation are the weighted sum and its

variations as well as linear ombination mehanisms due to their simpliity (Vogt & Cottrell, 1999; Larkey,

Connell, & Callan, 2000; Si & Callan, 2002; Damak et al., 2011; Z. Wei et al., 2011). However, as stated in

(Costa Pereira et al., 2009), the major inonveniene of these works is that the riteria are ombined in a

linear model independently of the user's preferenes on the relevane dimensions. Furthermore, in addition to

their insu�ieny to model several user's preferenes, these operators are not suitable for the aggregation of

interating riteria, sine it requires them to at independently.

In this paper, we are onerned with the appliation of a more sophistiated operator, already of use in

other �elds, to handle the multidimensional relevane aggregation problem in IR. This operator named the

Choquet integral (Choquet, 1953; Grabish, 1995), is still a very suessful paradigm in multi-riteria deision

making problems (Grabish & Labreuhe, 2010). The Choquet integral generalizes many other aggregation

operators (Grabish, 1995) suh as the weighted mean (Wam) and the ordered weighted averaging (Owa)

operator (Yager, 1988). While the Choquet integral is not widely known in IR so far, the exploitation of this

operator in ombining multidimensional relevane estimates in the IR area is the �rst work into this insight. From

a theoretial perspetive, the Choquet operator exhibits a number of properties that appear to be appealing

from an IR point of view. It allows for modeling interations between several riteria, whih is prominent among

relevane riteria and are sometimes undesirable phenomena in some IR appliations. Interestingly enough, the
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proposed aggregation model is general and it may be applied to any set of riteria. The main ontributions of

this paper are twofold:

1. We introdue a general multi-riteria aggregation approah, namely, iAggregator, based on a well studied

and theoretially justi�ed mathematially aggregation operator, for multidimensional relevane aggregation

in the IR domain. Thus, we survey a problem that has not get enough attention in the literature. We

partiularly model the multi-riteria relevane aggregation within dependent and interating riteria.

2. We apply and experiment iAggregator to evaluating multi-riteria relevane aggregation in a soial IR

setting. More partiularly, on a tweet searh task (Ounis et al., 2011; Ounis, Madonald, & Soboro�, 2012),

where the jointly onsidered riteria are topiality, reeny and authority.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 reviews related work on multidimensional relevane

aggregation, gives an overview of the learning to rank problem for IR and emphasizes our motivations. We

provide, later in Setion 3, a ritial overview of the aggregation problem in multi-riteria deision making area

and speify the problem within an IR task. Our proposal for a multidimensional relevane estimation with the

disrete Choquet integral is presented in Setion 4. Setion 5 desribes the experimental setting within a tweet

searh task. In Setion 6, we present and disuss the obtained results. Setion 7 onludes the paper and outlines

future work.

2 Multidimensional relevane aggregation in IR

In this setion, we present a review of related work on multidimensional relevane followed by a synthesis of

works dealing with aggregation operators used for that purpose as well as learning to rank approahes.

2.1 Relevane in IR: a multidimensional onept

As pointed out by many key papers in the literature (Saraevi, Rothenberg, & Stephan, 1974; Shamber,

1991; Barry, 1994; Mizzaro, 1998; Cosijn & Ingwersen, 2000; Saraevi, 2000), the relevane has been already a
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omplex subjet and a hallenge whih has reeived a steady attention in IR studies over the last two deades.

While early researh put the fous on the relevane onept from a topial perspetive, more reent researh

paid attention on it from various points of view (Borlund, 2003; A. R. Taylor et al., 2007; A. R. Taylor, 2012)

whih implies a shift from topial relevane to multidimensional relevane. The great number of ontributions

devoted to analyzing the multidimensional onept of relevane has led to identifying many types and faets of

relevane, suh as ognitive and situational relevane, in addition to algorithmi and topial ones. Table 1 gives

an overview of these studies.

Main referenes Studied relevane riteria

(Cuadra & Katter, 1967; Rees & Shultz, 1967) 40 riteria inluding style and level of di�ulty of the

doument.

(Cooper, 1973) Novelty, informativeness, redibility, importane, larity,

positive/negative fators

(R. S. Taylor, 1986) Ease of use, noise redution, quality, adaptability, time

saving, ost saving

(Shamber, 1991) 10 riteria (3 ategories; information, soure, presenta-

tion)

(Su, 1992, 1994) 20 measures (groups: suess,e�ieny, utility, user sat-

isfation)

(Barry, 1994) 24 riteria grouped into 7 broad groups

(Saraevi, 1996) (Topial, algorithmi, ognitive, situational, motiva-

tional/a�etive) relevane

(Mizzaro, 1998) Information resoures, user problem, time, omponents

(Cosijn & Ingwersen, 2000) Topial, ognitive/pertinene, situational, soio-ognitive

(Borlund, 2003) Topial, ognitive, situational

Table 1: A Syntheti overview of empirial studies emphasizing the multidimensional aspet of relevane

onept in IR.
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The respetive studies of (Cuadra & Katter, 1967) and (Rees & Shultz, 1967) investigated the fators that may

a�et relevane, and identi�ed about 40 possible variables that ould in�uene the users' relevane judgments.

Cooper pointed out on its informal work in (Cooper, 1973), that many fatual features based on douments'

properties may be inluded. Cooper distinguishes between �logial relevane� or �topiality� (relevane on-

erning the topial omponent) and �utility� (relevane onerning the three omponents), among whih are:

auray, redibility, reeny, et., and assumes that these riteria ould impat the relevane judgments. In the

same ontext, (Barry, 1994) laimed that the relevane is a multidimensional onept and annot be derived

from a single relevane riterion. She performed an exploratory study in whih she identi�ed 23 ategories of

relevane. These ategories embody numerous riteria that may be applied to douments' ontent as well as to

any aspet of douments like ontextual fators (e.g., the user situation and environmental e�ets) or quality

of the doument soure (e.g., authority and reputation). Cosijn and Ingwersen (2000) developed a table of

manifestations and attributes for relevane where manifestations onsist in topial, ognitive, situational and

soio-ognitive ones. In (Borlund, 2003), the authors emphasize 3 relevane dimensions: topial, ognitive and

situational. More spei�ally, it has been shown that the "multidimensionality" of relevane an be viewed

with referene to di�erent oneptions of relevane suh as "the lasses, types, riteria, degrees, and levels of

relevane". The author outlines the di�erent oneptions of the "multidimensionality" of relevane as well as

the inherent aspet of dynami relevane. Aordingly, in (Saraevi, 2007), it has been demonstrated that

�topiality plays an important, but not at all an exlusive, role in relevane inferenes by people. A number of

other relevane lues or attributes, enter into relevane inferenes�, these riteria a�et the user's pereption of

relevane and interat with topiality as judgments are made.

Roughly speaking, regarding the researh fous of early studies on the use of relevane, we an distinguish

between two main ategories of approahes. In the �rst ategory (Vikery, 1959; Cooper, 1971; Harter, 1992),

authors onsider topiality as the basi part of relevane and assume that all the other riteria are topial-

dependent. In ontrast, other approahes in the same ategory, mainly involved in IR appliations, adopt

the idea that there are many di�erent riteria beyond topiality, that may in�uene the user's pereption of
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relevane. However, they didn't investigate the design of aggregation funtions and so used basi aggregation

operators suh as the arithmeti mean and the weighted sum. Unlike previous ited studies, the seond ategory

of ontributions (Costa Pereira et al., 2009, 2012; Gerani, Zhai, & Crestani, 2012) aims at designing general

theoretial frameworks of relevane aggregation regardless of the appliation at hand. This line of researh did

not grasp the attention that it deserves, espeially in the IR �eld. Our ontribution attempts to �ll in this

gap, by the proposal of a general �exible aggregation mehanism based on the well studied and mathematially

justi�ed Choquet integral funtion.

2.2 Relevane aggregation in IR

In the following, we review the researh ontributions dealing with IR appliations suh as mobile IR, person-

alized IR, soial IR and geographi IR that make use of aggregation operators to ompute a global relevane

sore. In fat, most of the proposed approahes deal with lassial aggregation mehanisms, without having a

researh fous on the modelling of general multi-riteria aggregation funtions to ombine all of the onsidered

riteria. Seond, we synthesize works that, in ontrast, have spei�ally a researh fous towards the design of

appropriate ombination operators, in order to support ranking funtions in IR, regardless of any appliation.

2.2.1 Applying basi relevane aggregation operators in IR appliations

The appliation of relevane aggregation is ruially important in many reent IR appliations. It has been

experiened without being the researh fous in mobile IR (Cong et al., 2009; Churh & Smyth, 2008; Göker &

Myrhaug, 2008), personalized IR (Daoud et al., 2010; Gauh et al., 2003), soial IR (Beker et al., 2011; Ounis

et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Berardi et al., 2011; Damak et al., 2011) and gographi IR (Mata & Claramunt,

2011; Kishida, 2010; Daoud & Huang, 2013). The approahes that have been proposed with this respet, are

mostly based on linear ombination mehanisms. Indeed, the main researh subjet of these works is the simple

ombination of individual relevane sores in one given IR setting. We outline in Table 2 a syntheti overview of
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the main IR tasks involving multidimensional relevane aggregation. For eah of these tasks, we ite the main

researh ontributions, we give the used relevane riteria and then mention the exploited aggregation operator.

IR task Main referenes Used relevane riteria Aggregation operators

Mobile IR (Göker & Myrhaug, 2008;

Churh & Smyth, 2008;

Cong et al., 2009; Hat-

tori et al., 2007; Chev-

erst et al., 2000; Shilit et

al., 2003; Yau et al., 2003;

Cantera et al., 2008)

topiality, user interests,

user's loation, time, so-

ial features

Linear ombination meh-

anism

Personalized IR (Gauh et al., 2003; Daoud

et al., 2010; F. Liu et al.,

2004; Ma et al., 2007; Sieg

et al., 2007)

Aboutness, overage, ap-

propriateness, reliability,

user interests

Linear ombination meh-

anism: summation of par-

tial relevane sores, fa-

tor produt

Soial IR (Beker et al., 2011; Met-

zler & Cai, 2011; Damak

et al., 2011; Berardi et al.,

2011; Ben Jabeur et al.,

2010; Chen et al., 2012;

Smith et al., 2008; Leung

et al., 2006)

ontent features, Twitter

features, author features;

time

Linear ombination meh-

anism: summation of par-

tial relevane sores, fa-

tor produt

Geographi IR (Mata & Claramunt, 2011;

Kishida, 2010; Daoud &

Huang, 2013)

ontent, time, geographi

loation, proximity

Linear ombination meh-

anism: summation of par-

tial relevane sores

Table 2: A syntheti overview of works involving relevane aggregation in IR tasks.
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In mobile IR settings, Göker and Myrhaug (2008) use both time and loation riteria through a linear

ombination operator to ompute the global douments' sores. Cong et al. (2009) have proposed an IR model

based on user's loation and a topial relevane dimension in whih the douments are ranked through a simple

linear ombination mehanism of both onsidered riteria.

In (Yau et al., 2003), the authors ombine situation-based adaptation and pro�le-based personalization into

the IR model. A situation is a set of past ontext attributes and/or ations suh as: loation, time, light, devie,

et. A user pro�le inludes a usage history and general interests that have been automatially learned using

a modi�ed Naive Bayesian lassi�er. (Cantera et al., 2008) propose to use the MCI model (Multipliative

Competitive Interation) for ombining topial sores of douments, the geographi loation and the user's

interests in a mobile ontext. The general expression of utility of a doument in the MCI model is given by a

linear ombination of the individual sores. The onsidered relevane ontextual riteria are mainly the loation,

the ontext of the used mobile devie, ombined with text douments sores.

In personalized IR settings, several works suh as (Gauh et al., 2003; Sieg et al., 2007; Daoud et al., 2010)

proposed a ombination model of original sores and personalized sores of douments, omputed aording to

their similarity to the user's pro�le represented through his interests. The exploited aggregation method is the

linear ombination of the onsidered riteria. More preisely, the authors ompute the overall relevane sore

of a doument as a linear ombination of the personalized sore obtained and the original one omputed with

respet to the topial relevane riterion.

In soial IR settings, it is worth noting that a wide range of researh papers have been reently proposed in

the ontext of the TREC 2011 and 2012 Miroblog Traks. The majority of the proposed approahes in this

area, are based on linear ombination strategies of relevane riteria. Berardi et al. (2011) have foused on the

problem of retrieval and ranking in Twitter and proposed an IR system alled CipCipPy for that purpose. The

authors explored the use of text quality ranking measures to �lter out of voabulary tweets, as well as the use

of information ontained in hashtags and linked ontent. The individual sores are then ombined through a

simple linear ombination mehanism. Damak et al. (2011) proposed two tweet searh models integrating several
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features. The �rst one is based on ontent features (e.g., tweet popularity, tweet length), Twitter features (e.g.,

URL presene/frequeny, hashtag) and author features (e.g., number of tweets/mentions). For the omputation

of the �nal sore involving these riteria, the authors adopted a linear ombination strategy. Metzler and Cai

(2011) proposed a learning to rank approah taking into aount a textual similarity to the query, a time

di�erene between a tweet and a query, as well as some tweet ontent features suh as the URL presene, the

hashtag existene, the tweet length and the perentage of words out of voabulary.

Exploring the ombination of geospatial and temporal riteria into geographi IR has been shown to have sig-

ni�ant improvements in traditional searh engines (Daoud & Huang, 2013; Mata & Claramunt, 2011; Kishida,

2010). For instane, in (Daoud & Huang, 2013), the authors propose a geotemporal retrieval strategy that

models and exploits geotemporal ontext-dependent evidene extrated from pseudo-relevant feedbak dou-

ments. The �nal sore of the doument is based on ombining the ontent-based sore, the temporal sore, the

geographi sore, and the proximity sore using a linear ombination operator.

2.2.2 Designing spei� relevane aggregation operators

To the best of our knowledge, despite the important attention paid to the multidimensional property of rel-

evane, as highlighted above (see Setion 2.1), only few reent works foused on the design of appropriate

ombination operators in order to support multidimensional relevane based ranking funtions in IR. Among

these studies, the reent work of (Costa Pereira et al., 2009, 2012), in whih the authors proposed a multidi-

mensional representation of relevane and suggested a prioritized aggregation sheme based on two prioritized

aggregation operators namely, And and Soring. This prioritization makes the weights assoiated with eah

riterion dependent upon the satisfation of the higher preferred riterion. The authors made use of 4 riteria in

a personalized IR setting: aboutness, overage, appropriateness, and reliability. In the same trend, Bouidghaghen

et al. (2011) suggested a multi-riteria relevane model, but on a mobile IR setting, based on three dimensions

of relevane: topi, interest and loation. To aggregate these relevane riteria, the authors made use of the

two previously ited �prioritized operators� (Costa Pereira et al., 2009), de�ning a priority order over the set
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of relevane dimensions. Palaio, Cabana, Sallaberry, and Hubert (2010) have onsidered a geographi IR

system involving three relevane dimensions: spatial, temporal, and topial information. The proposed system

ombines the results of three riteria with Comb* (Fox & Shaw, 1993) aggregation funtions. Later, Gerani

et al. (2012) have proposed a multiriteria relevane based method that allows generating a global sore that

does not neessarily require that the individual sores, that have to be ombined, should be omparable. The

authors rely on the Alternating Conditional Expetation (ACE) Algorithm (Breiman & Friedman, 1985) and

the BoxCox (Box, G. E. P. & Cox, D. R., 1964) model to analyse the inomparability problem and perform

a sore transformation whenever it is neessary. As an IR appliation, the authors onsider a blog opinion IR

setting. More reently, Eikho�, Vries, and Collins-Thompson (2013) have introdued a opula-based method

for ombining multidimensional relevane estimates. The authors model multivariate doument relevane sores

based on a number of a doument quality riteria and shown that opulas are able to model omplex multidi-

mensional dependenies between these relevane riteria. Their approah has been evaluated within three IR

tasks for multidimensional relevane aggregation namely, opinionated blogs retrieval, personalized soial book-

marking and hild-friendly web searh. The authors have tested the proposed opula-based approah against

the produt and sum baselines as well as the linear ombinations sheme and shown that it outperforms these

three baselines. Thereafter, they have investigated the usefulness of the approah in the sore fusion problem

relying on opula-based extensions of the two popular sore fusion shemes CombSUM and CombMNZ (Fox &

Shaw, 1993).

It is worth noting that many other studies that dealt with rank aggregation have been also proposed (Dwork,

Kumar, Naor, & Sivakumar, 2001; F. Wei, Li, & Liu, 2010). The rank aggregation task whih is enountered

in many prominent situations suh as metasearh (Aslam & Montague, 2001; Akritidis, Katsaros, & Bozanis,

2011), onsists in omputing a onsensus ranking given individual ranking preferenes of several judges (Renda

& Straia, 2003). Given the ranked lists of douments returned by multiple searh engines in response to a

given query, the problem of meta-searh is to ombine these lists in a way whih optimizes the performane

of the ombination (Aslam & Montague, 2001). These ranking fusion methods an be lassi�ed based whether
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they rely on the sores or the ranks. In fat, the di�erene between multidimensional relevane aggregation and

rank aggregation, is that aggregation ours without dealing with the multidimensional nature of relevane or

the riteria used for searhing. These ranking funtions use di�erent methods in querying, but in most of the

ases, they are based on the topial riterion or topial-dependent fators, despite the di�erent used soures

of evidene. For instane, Farah and Vanderpooten (2007, 2008) proposed a multi-riteria framework for rank

aggregation using a deision rule based mehanism operating with the multidimensional property of the topial

riterion. Among these dimensions, we ite for example, the frequeny, doument length, prominene, et.

2.2.3 Learning to rank for IR

Based on mahine learning algorithms, learning to rank methods have been widely used in IR to ombine

multiple doument features with the purpose of optimizing doument rankings. The features ommonly inlude

query-dependent measures suh as BM25 sore or query-independent ones suh as PageRank importane. Given

a training set of queries and the assoiated ground truth ontaining doument labels (relevant, irrelevant), the

objetive is to optimize a loss funtion that maps the doument feature-based vetor to the most aurate rank-

ing sore. Learning to rank approahes fall into three ategories namely, the pointwise, pairwise and listwise

(T.-Y. Liu, 2009). In the pointwise-approah, regression-based algorithms, lassi�ation-based algorithms and

ordinal regression-based algorithms are used to predit relevane sores. The main idea behind the well known

learning to rank algorithms that fall into the pairwaise-approah, suh as RankSVM (Joahims, 2006) and

RankNet (Burges et al., 2005), is the optimization of doument pairs preferene orderings based on a loss

funtion. Listwise learning to rank methods straightforwardly represent the ranking task for IR as they mini-

mize a loss funtion orresponding to standard IR evaluation measures, onsidering a ranked list of douments

as input.

Intuitively speaking, the multidimensional relevane aggregation problem an be takled by learning to rank

methods where the features belong to di�erent relevane dimensions. However, while this ommunity have sig-

ni�ant expertise in estimating topial doument relevane and other additional riteria, the ommonly applied
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ombination shemes ignore the problem of modeling omplex, multi-dimension dependenies. In pratie, the

sophistiated deployed learning to rank tehniques tend to o�er only limited insight to humans about why they

were weighted highly for relevane. Indeed, these methods do not explore the relevane dimension level within

an IR task and thus do not allow giving insight on how to onsider importane and interation between groups

of features mapped to di�erent relevane dimensions as stated by the aforementioned studies (Borlund, 2003;

Saraevi, 2007). Through the fuzzy measure, our Choquet based aggregation approah is able to model many

interations between riteria and leads to results that are human- interpretable. As we previously stated, thanks

to the interation and importane indies our method o�er qualitative understanding of the resulting model.

2.3 Contribution and motivations

As we previously stated, although many of the proposed approahes e�etively perform in some IR appliations,

they are not e�etive in real-life appliations sine the user's needs involve preferenes that lead to several rele-

vane riteria whih usually interat with eah other. In pratie, this problem is usually avoided by onsidering

independent riteria (Cong et al., 2009; Göker & Myrhaug, 2008). Nevertheless, other works (Saraevi, 2007;

Wolfe & Zhang, 2010; Carterette, Kumar, Rao, & Zhu, 2011; Eikho� et al., 2013) have shown that relevane

riteria usually interat. For instane, authors in (Carterette et al., 2011) have proved through an empirial

study in a tweet searh task, the existene of a positive orrelation between the reeny and the topial relevane

riteria.

Moreover, lassial aggregation operators are assumed to hold the additive property whih an be e�etive and

onvenient in some appliations, but an also be somewhat inadequate in many real-life IR tasks. For example,

onsider the relevane assessment of two douments D1 and D2 with respet to two relevane riteria. Then,

assume that D1, equivalently satis�ed w.r.t both riteria, is preferred to D2 for whih the global sore is biased

by one riterion. Atually, this problem an be dealt by using an averaging operator suh as the weighted sum,

but this does not give any way of preferring D1 over D2 if we onsider that the latter have apparently the same
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global relevane sores. Clearly, this preferene needs to tradeo� both relevane riteria appropriately. This

beomes partiularly hallenging if we onsider that a low sore obtained on a given riterion an be a serious

reason for disounting a doument. Although some initiatives were reently proposed (Costa Pereira et al.,

2012; Gerani et al., 2012), none were onerned with onsidering the interations existing among the relevane

riteria as it is the ase in many real-life appliations. The following example (inspired from (Grabish, 1995))

skethes the impat of dependenies between orrelated riteria on the global aggregated sore.

Example Consider the problem of estimating the relevane sores of a subset of douments with respet to

three relevane riteria: topiality, authority and popularity. Suppose that an averaging aggregation operator is

used to evaluate these sores and assume that the �rst riterion is more important than the two others, i.e.,

the weights ould be 0.4, 0.3, and 0.3, respetively. Clearly, authority and popularity riteria may interat sine,

usually, douments published by in�uential authors are potentially popular and vie versa. Therefore, sine

these two riteria may present some degree of redundany, the global evaluation will be overestimated (resp.

underestimated) for popular (resp. non popular) douments published by in�uential authors (resp. unin�uen-

tial). Moreover, if we deal with a lassial aggregation method suh as the WAM, the douments sores w.r.t

these redundant relevane riteria will be double ounted. This undesirable phenomenon an be easily takled

by using a suitable fuzzy measure, where a negative interation between the riteria authority and popularity

is modeled to absorb the bias e�et of these redundant riteria.

Consider again the three relevane riteria and suppose that one requires that the satisfation of only one rite-

rion produes almost the same e�et than the satisfation of both. For example, it is important that douments

should be either popular or published by potential users. Of ourse, it is better that they would be relevant

w.r.t both riteria. Clearly, suh a behavior annot be expressed by a lassial aggregation method. Here, the

importane of the pair is lose to that of the single riteria, even within the presene of the other riteria. This

ondition ould be easily expressed using a fuzzy measure, by modeling again a negative interation. Alterna-

tively, one an require that the satisfation of only one riterion produes a very weak e�et ompared with
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the satisfation of both. Then, we speak about a positive interation, where douments whih are equivalently

satis�ed by all the set of riteria, should be preferred to those whih are overestimated by one single relevane

riterion.

To takle these hallenges, we propose to investigate the ombination of general level relevane dimensions

using a fuzzy-based aggregation operator. More oriented to the spei� problem of relevane aggregation, our

method is able to address the property of interation between dimensions by modeling an integral aggregation

funtion, namely the Choquet integral, with respet to a fuzzy measure expressing both their individual and joint

importane. This aggregation method has the advantage of failitating the task of interpreting the interation

phenomena between the relevane riteria with readily available interpretations via the Shapley and interation

indies. This mathematial faet of alulation makes the Choquet integral model �exible and robust (Grabish,

1996). To the best of our knowledge, this kind of aggregation has not been previously used for suh IR purpose.

In this paper, we partiularly explore the following thriving issues:

1. How to model multidimensional relevane aggregation within dependent riteria?

As stated above, many pioneering works on multidimensional relevane argued that relevane dimensions

usually interat with eah other. Likely, we assume, in our ontext, that relevane dimensions, that will

be used for aggregation, interat in real IR settings. To do so, we will use the Choquet integral to model

interations between the relevane riteria. One of its main bene�ts stands in its apability in representing

many kinds of interation among any set of riteria. This is done thanks to a fuzzy measure µ (or apaity),

de�ned on eah riterion and eah subset of riteria Ii, whih enables to avoid the overestimation (resp.

underestimation) aused by possible dependenies between some riteria.

2. How is e�etive the aggregation proposed within a soial searh task, namely the tweet searh task?

To show the e�etiveness of our aggregation approah on real IR world situations, we propose to instantiate

our model on a soial (miroblogging) IR setting, more partiularly, on a tweet searh task. We will onsider

jointly three relevant riteria: topiality, reeny and authority, formally desribed in previous works (Duan
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et al., 2010; Nagmoti, Teredesai, & De Cok, 2010). We experimentally show the dependeny among these

riteria and then show the appropriateness of the Choquet integral in aggregating them.

3 Bakground: aggregation in deision making problems

In this setion, we present an overview of the aggregation problem in multi-riteria deision making (MCDM)

problem. Then, we introdue a formalization of the MCDM problem and present formal de�nitions and related

notions of aggregation operators.

3.1 Aggregation operators: an overview

Aggregation funtions involve the ordering of a group of alternatives based upon their satisfation to a olletion

of riteria. The researh e�ort onerning aggregation funtions has been disseminated throughout various �elds

inluding deision making, knowledge based systems and many other areas (James, 2010). The most widely ap-

plied aggregation funtions are those in the averaging lass. The arithmeti mean and its variations were often

prominent in most of the ases. Aggregation operators or funtions an be roughly lassi�ed into several ate-

gories ompensatory, non-ompensatory, onjuntive, disjuntive, and weighted aggregation approahes (Hwang

& Yoon, 1981).

Compensatory operators are based on the assumption that a low sore of a given alternative with respet to

a high-preferene riterion may be ompensated by a high sore on another high preferene riterion. Com-

pensative operators are omprised between minimum and maximum, i.e., they are neither onjuntive nor

disjuntive. The weighted sum is the most representative aggregation funtion of this lass. The global sore of

eah alternative is omputed by multiplying the riterion weight by the alternative's performane sore obtained

on this riterion. Weighted quasi-arithmeti means (Qam) are also partiularly interesting aggregation funtions

of this family. These funtions are used prominently throughout the literature sine they generalize a group of

ommon means, e.g., the harmoni mean, the quadrati mean and the power mean, whih in turn inludes as
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speial ases other lassial means like the arithmeti and geometri mean (Kolmogorov, 1930; Azel, 1948).

Another family extensively studied in the literature, is that of ordered weighted averaging funtions (Owa)

(Yager, 1988). The fundamental aspet of the Owa operator is the re-ordering step. More spei�ally, a given

performane sore is not assoiated with a partiular weight, but rather a weight is assoiated with a partiular

ordered position of the sore, whih introdues a non-linearity into the aggregation proess.

This provides a means for aggregating sores assoiated with the satisfation of multiple riteria, whih

uni�es in one operator the onjuntive and disjuntive behavior. In addition to these families, another form of

operators investigated in the ontext of multi-riteria aggregation under unertainty, is the onept of triangular

norm (Menger, 1942). The urrent notion of t-norm and its dual operator t-onorm are introdued by (Shweizer

& Sklar, 1960) and (Shweizer & Sklar, 1983). These operators may be seen as a generalization of the onjuntive

�AND� (t-norms) and disjuntive �OR� (t-onorms) logial aggregation funtions. Compensatory operators often

require the user or the deision maker to speify priorities or preferene relations expressed by means of ardinal

weights or priority funtions over the set of riteria. On the other side, non-ompensatory funtions, suh as the

Min or the Max aggregation shemes (Fox & Shaw, 1993) are generally dominated by just one riterion value,

i.e., the worst or the best sore. The main limitation of these families is the fat that a large part of sores are

ignored in the �nal aggregation proess.

Choquet Integral

Owa µC =
∑i−1

j=0 wn−j , ∀ C suh that |C|= i, where |C| denotes the ardinal of the subset of riteria C.

Wam The weight wi of eah riterion ci is equal to (µci ) and for every subset of riteria C1 ∈ C, µC1
=

∑
ci∈C1

µci

Am µC1
=

|C1|
|C|

Table 3: Partiular ases of the Choquet integral.

Fuzzy integrals suh as the Choquet integral and the Sugeno integral (Choquet, 1953) may be onsidered

as a meta-lass of aggregation funtions. These aggregation operators whih are de�ned with respet to a

fuzzy measure are useful for modeling interations between riteria, suh as redundanies among the inputs or
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omplementarity between some riteria. Speial ases of the Choquet integral, depending on the fuzzy measure µ

inlude weighted arithmeti mean,Owa operator and arithmeti mean. In Table 3, we present the orresponding

measures in order to get a partiular operator. The Choquet integral has grasped a lot of attention in fuzzy

sets as well as deision making ommunities. However, researh into its real-world use in the IR �eld is still in

its seed.

3.2 Multidimensional relevane aggregation as a MCDM problem

AMultiple Criteria Deision Making (MCDM) method deals with the proess of making deisions in the presene

of multiple objetives or alternatives (Triantaphyllou, 2000). The main goal of MCDM methods is to assist a

deision maker in seleting the best alternative(s) from a number of given ones A = {a1, a2, . . . , aM}, under the

presene of multiple riteria C = {c1, c2, . . . , cN} and diverse riterion preferenes.

The point of departure for any MCDM tehnique is the generation of the disrete set of alternatives, the

formulation of the set of riteria and then the evaluation of the impat of eah alternative on every riterion

(Jankowski, 1995). The estimated impats of alternatives aj (1 ≤ j ≤ M) on every riterion ci (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

are alled performane sores (or evaluations), that we denote Cij , de�ned with respet to a partial preferene

order �ci . Thereafter, preferenes on the set of riteria may be formulated as it is the ase for the weighted

averaging operator, in a ardinal vetor of normalized riterion preferene weights W = (wl, w2, . . . , wn) (with

0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 and n is then number of riteria). In the �nal step, performane sores are aggregated into a single

one, for eah alternative aj (1 ≤ j ≤ M), using an appropriate aggregation funtion F(C1j , C2j , . . . , CNj). The

result is then an ordered set of alternatives with respet to the de�ned preferenes.

Based on the multidimensional property of relevane, detailed in Setion 2, we suggest in the following to

model the multidimensional relevane aggregation as a MCDM problem. Thus, the set of alternatives is rep-

resented by the doument olletion and riteria are the possible relevane dimensions. Our researh onsiders

the following retrieval setting: a user U interats with a doument spae D = {d1, d2, . . . , dM} with a typial
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searh engine through an information need stated by means of query qk. In this setting, the user' relevane

judgment is a�eted by a set of riteria C = {c1, c2, . . . , cN}, eah of whih having a given importane degree or

preferene. The aggregation problem onsists in ombining the performane sores Cij of eah doument w.r.t

all the relevane riteria. As we deal with an IR setting, we denote Cij by RSV ci(qk, dj) (i.e., Retrieval Status

Value), obtained for eah doument dj , on eah single riterion cj in response to a given query qk . Then, the

result onsists in the global sore denoted by RSV {c1,...,cN}(qk, dj), w.r.t a global preferene relation �C upon

the set of all riteria. More formally, an aggregation operator is expressed as follows:

F :















R
N −→ R

(RSVc1(dj , qk)× . . .× RSVcN (dj , qk)) −→ F(RSVc1(dj , qk), . . . ,RSVcN (dj , qk))

RSV ci(qk, dj) may also be interpreted as the satisfation degree of doument dj w.r.t riterion ci. To avoid

the overestimation (resp., underestimation) of the global relevane sores by those having high (resp., low)

values w.r.t some riteria, we normalized the performane sores before aggregation by saling them into the

range [0 . . . 1]. The aggregation funtion that will be used within our approah, is the disrete Choquet integral

(Choquet, 1953; Grabish, 1996). This funtion allows to de�ne a weight not only on eah riterion, but also on

eah subset of riteria whih gives rise to a more �exible representation of interation among riteria (Grabish,

1996).

4 iAggregator: a multidimensional relevane aggregation operator using the Choquet integral

In the remainder, we will rely on the Choquet integral fuzzy-based funtion to solve the multidimensional

relevane aggregation problem. The hoie of this operator is mainly motivated by its �exible representation of

omplex interations among riteria, espeially in situations involving redundant or omplementary information.

A �rst step that should be performed before proeeding to the multi-riteria aggregation with the Choquet

integral, is the de�nition of the fuzzy measure values or apaities µ{ci} on eah riterion and eah subset of

relevane riteria.
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4.1 De�nition of the fuzzy measure on the set of relevane dimensions

Let C be the set of riteria (i.e., the relevane dimensions) and IC be the set of all possible subsets of riteria

from C. A fuzzy measure is a funtion µ from IC to [0 . . . 1] suh that:

∀ IC1
, IC2

∈ IC , if (IC1
⊆ IC2

) then µ(IC1
) ≤ µ(IC2

), with µ(I∅) = 0 and µ(IC) = 1.

µ(ICi
) an be interpreted as the importane degree of the ombination of the subset of riteria ICi

, or similarly,

its power to make deisions alone without the remaining relevane riteria. For the sake of notational simpliity,

µ(ICi
) will be denoted in the remainder by µCi

.

Assume now that we have a doument olletion D, and dj ∈ D. The global doument's sore of dj given

by the Choquet integral with respet to the fuzzy measure µ w.r.t a set of N relevane riteria C is de�ned by:

Chµ(C1j , ..., CNj) =
∑

i=1,...,N

(c(i)j − c(i−1)j).µC(i)
(1)

where c(i)j is the sore obtained on a given riterion. The notation c(·)j indiates that the indies have been

permuted suh that 0 ≤ c(1)j ≤ ... ≤ c(N)j . C(i) = {ci, ..., cN} is the set of relevane riteria with C(0) = 0 and

µC(1)
= 1 and Cij is the performane sore

2

of dj with respet to riterion ci.

Obviously, the ruial part of using the Choquet integral is the modelling of interations between riteria via

the fuzzy measure µ. As the latter an model orrelations or dependenies among riteria, whih are relevane

dimensions in our ase, it is worth mentioning that there are three possible kinds of interations represented

in �gure 1. The x−axis and y−axis represent the performane sores of the four douments d1, d2, d3 and d4

w.r.t the riteria c1 and c2 respetively. The douments onneted by dashed lines have the same importane

degree.

• Positive interation: whih an be alled also omplementarity ; when the global weight of two relevane

riteria is greater than their individual weights: µci,cj > µci + µcj . This inequality an also be expressed as

2

The di�erene between c(i)j and Cij is that the performane sores c(i)j have been permuted before omputing the overall

sores.
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(a) A postive interation (b) A negative interation () An independene

Fig. 1: Possible interations between the set of riteria

follows: the ontribution of riterion cj to every ombination of riteria that ontains ci is stritly greater

than that of cj to the same ombination when ci is exluded. In this ase, riteria ci and cj are said to

be negatively orrelated. In other words, we say that the satisfation of only one single relevane riterion

should produe a very weak e�et ompared with the satisfation of both riteria. Intuitively, in an IR

setting this kind of preferene favours douments whih are satis�ed equivalently by all the set of riteria,

rather than those whih are overestimated by one single relevane riterion. For instane, in Figure (1a),

doument d4 should be preferred to douments d2 and d3, as they don't satisfy equivalently the two riteria

c1 and c2.

• Negative interation: when the global weight of two relevane riteria is smaller than their individual

weights: µci,cj < µci + µcj . We say that the union of riteria does not bring anything and the riteria

are onsidered to at disjuntively. Thus, they are said to be redundant. This is indeed a key point about

the Choquet integral, as it smooths the bias e�et of redundant relevane riteria in the global douments

evaluation. This is done by assoiating a small importane degree µci,cj to the subset of the two redundant

relevane riteria, ompared to their single importane weights µci and µcj . From �gure (1b), we remark

that doument d4 has the same importane as douments d2 and d3, as the satisfation of one riterion

from c1 or c2, whih are in turn redundant, is su�ient to judge a doument as relevant one.
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• Independene: when there is no orrelation between the set of riteria, the fuzzy measure is said to be

additive: µci,cj = µci +µcj . TheWam is an example of suh funtions that allow this independene between

riteria. Aordingly, the importane of the inputs is taken into aount and the weight of eah riterion

indiates its importane.

To failitate the task of interpreting the behaviour of the Choquet integral and the interation phenomena

between the relevane riteria, we introdue below the Importane index (or Shapley value) (Shapley, 1953) and

the Interation index modelled by the underlying fuzzy measure.

De�nition 1 Importane index: Let µci be the weight of relevane riterion ci and µCr∪ci its marginal

ontribution to eah subset Cr ∈ C of other riteria. The importane index (Shapley, 1953) of ci w.r.t a fuzzy

measure µ is then de�ned as the mean of all these ontributions:

φµ(ci) =
∑

Cr⊆C\{ci}
(N−|Cr|−1)!.|Cr|!

N ! [µCr.µ(Cr
⋃

ci)]

φµ(ci) measures the average ontribution that riterion (ci) brings to all the possible ombinations of riteria.

This Importane index gives no information on the phenomena of interation existing among the relevane rite-

ria. The overall importane of riterion ci is not solely determined by its weight µci but also by its ontribution

to eah subset of other riteria. Then, to quantify the degree of interation between a subset of riteria, we

introdue in the following the onept of Interation index (Murofushi & Soneda, 1993).

De�nition 2 Interation index: Let (∆cicjµCr), with Cr = C\{ci, cj}, be the di�erene between the marginal

ontribution of riterion cj to every ombination of riteria that ontains riterion ci, and a ombination from

whih riterion ci is exluded:

(∆cicjµCr) = [µ({cicj}∪Cr) − µ(ci∪Cr)]− [µ(ci∪Cr) − µCr]

This expression is de�ned to appraise the strength among two riteria ci and cj . When this latter expression is

positive (resp. negative) for any Cr ∈ C\{ci, cj}, we say that both riteria ci and cj positively (resp. negatively)
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interat (i.e., the ontribution of riterion cj is higher with the presene of riterion ci).

The interation index among two measures is thus de�ned as follows:

Iµ(ci, cj) =
∑

Cr⊆C\{ci,cj}
(N−|Cr|−2)!.|Cr|!

(N−1)! (∆cicjµCr)

The interation value, whih falls into the interval [−1..1], is zero when both riteria are independent and it is

positive (resp. negative) whenever the interation between them is positive (resp. negative).

4.2 Design of a multidimensional relevane funtion

The overall relevane sore of doument dj , given by the Choquet integral w.r.t a fuzzy measure µ and aording

to the set C of N relevane riteria, is de�ned by:

(2)

RSV(c1,c2,...,cN)(qk, dj) = Chµ(RSVc1(qk, dj), . . . ,RSVcN (qk, dj))

=

N
∑

i=1

(rsv(i)j − rsv(i−1)j).µC(i)

Where Chµ is the Choquet aggregation funtion, rsv(i)j is the permutation of RSV (qk, dj) on riterion ci suh

that (0 ≤ rsv(1)j ≤ ... ≤ rsv(N)j), C(i) = {ci, ..., cN} is a set of relevane riteria with µC(0)
= 0 and µC(1)

= 1.

One the Choquet operator as well as the interations between riteria are de�ned, we present in the

following the mehanism used for the identi�ation of the fuzzy measures. In fat, the proposed methods in

the literature for apaity identi�ation di�er aording to the preferential information they require as input.

Most of them are lassi�ed as optimization problems (Grabish et al., 2008). In this paper, we will rely on

the Least-squares based approah for the identi�ation of apaities representing preferenes on the relevane

dimensions. This method is the most extensively used approah in the literature (Grabish, 2002). First, we

suppose to have initially a small seleted subset of douments D, that an be seen as a learning set. A ground

truth is built with respet to a set of relevane riteria. Suppose now that we know the performane sores

RSV ci(q, dj) assigned to eah doument dj (w.r.t ci) from the hosen subset of douments. In addition, we also
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suppose that we know the desired overall relevane sores RSV

∗
{c1,...,cN}(q, dj) for eah doument. The initial

preferenes an be formalized as follows:

• Given the partial order relation 4ci (ranking of douments with respet to riterion ci), the relation d1 4ci

d2 an be interpreted as �d1 is more relevant than d2 aording to the relevane riteria ci�. In the ontext

of the Choquet integral, this relation is translated as Chµ (RSV ci(q, d1)) ≤ Chµ (RSV ci(q, d2)).

• Chµ (RSV ci(q, d1))≃ (RSV ci(q, d2)) an be interpreted as �the degree of satisfation of d2 w.r.t the relevane

riterion ci is the same as that of d1� (d1 ≃ci d2).

• A partial preferene order on the set of riteria 4C , i.e., c1 4C c2 is interpreted as c1 is more important

than c2.

• A partial preferene order on the subset of riteria 4I , i.e., IC1
4I IC2

is interpreted as the ombination

of riteria IC2
is more important than the ombination of the subset of riteria IC1

.

Suppose now that we know the performane sores RSV ci(q, dj) that should be assigned to eah doument

dj ∈ D (w.r.t riterion ci). Then, the main objetive of the Least-squares based approah is to minimize the

total squared error E2
between the desired global relevane sore, given on eah doument dj , and the global

sores alulated by the Choquet integral as follows:

E
2 =

l
∑

k=1

(Chµ(RSVc1(q, dj), . . . ,RSVcN (q, dj))− RSV

∗
{c1,...,cN}(q, dj))

2
(3)

This optimization proess is disussed in detail in Setion 6.3.

5 Experimental evaluation setting

The proposed multidimensional relevane operator is evaluated within a soial IR setting, namely tweet searh

task. In this setion, we present the experimental evaluation setup, the dataset used as well as the evaluation

protool.
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5.1 Tweet searh task

Seeking for information over miroblogging spaes beomes a hallenging task due to the inreasing amount

of published information. One of the most well known miroblogging networking servies that enables users

to broadast informations is Twitter

3

. The TREC 2011 Miroblog Trak (Ounis et al., 2011) de�nes tweet

searh as a real-time adho task where the users are interested in most reent and relevant informations. Reent

works addressing the tweet searh integrate a number of interesting features that were identi�ed with potential

impliations in the �nal ranking of douments (Duan et al., 2010; Nagmoti et al., 2010). A number of proposed

interesting riteria inlude, for instane, textual features, user's preferenes, miroblogging and soial network

features. In this work, we evaluate our Choquet integral based operator in a tweet searh setting onsidering

three relevane riteria: topiality, reeny and authority. The aggregation of these riteria with the Choquet

integral with respet to a fuzzy measure µ, in response to a user' query q, is de�ned as:

(4)Chµ(RSVTo(q, Tj),RSVAu(q, Tj),RSVRe(q, Tj)) =

3
∑

i=1

(rsv(i)j − rsv(i−1)j).µC(i)

where Tj is a tweet (or miroblog), rsv(i)j indiates that the performane sore

4

onsidering riterion ci on

query q has been permuted suh that: 0 ≤ rsv(1)j ≤ rsv(2)j ≤ rsv(3)j (i.e., rsv(i)j is the i−th smallest dj sore

obtained on riterion ci ∈ {To,Au,Re}). Note that C(i) = {ci, ..., c3} and Chµ is the global sore that de�nes

the �nal ranking of eah tweet with respet to the three onsidered riteria.

In the following, we present a formal desription of these relevane riteria in our evaluation setting.

• Topiality: is a ontent relevane riterion whih desribes the relevane between queries and tweets. To

deal with this riterion, we propose to use the Okapi BM25 ranking funtion to rank tweets aording to

their relevane to a given searh query. The standard BM25 weighting funtion is de�ned as follows:

BM25(T,Q) =
∑

qi∈Q

Idf(qi)· tf(qi, T )· (k1 + 1)

tf(qi, T ) + k1(1− b+ b
Length(T )
avglength

)
(5)

3

http://www.twitter.om

4

All the performane sores are normalised so that they belong to [0 . . . 1].
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where Idf(qi) is the inverse doument frequeny, Length(T ) denotes the length of tweet T and avglength

represents the average length of tweets in the olletion.

• Authority: represents the in�uene of tweet 's authors in Twitter. We de�ne it as it was presented in

(Nagmoti et al., 2010): Au(T ) = Aunb(T ) +Aume(T ), where:

� Aunb(T ) is the total number of tweets, to favor tweets published by in�uential users. Aunb(T ) =

N(ai(T )), with ai(T ) represents the author of tweet T , and N(ai(T )) denotes the number of tweets

published by ai.

� Aume(T ) is number of mentions, i.e., more an author has been ited (or mentioned), more popular he

is. It is de�ned as: Aume(T ) = Nme(ai(T )), with Nme(ai(T )) denotes the number of times the author

of tweet T has been mentioned in the olletion.

• Reeny: is the di�erene between the time a tweet was published Tp(T ) and the query submission's

timestamp Ts(Q). Re(T ) = Ts(Q)− Tp(T ). As we are interested in attempting the real time ad-ho searh

task, all the tweets that ourred after the query time are exluded from the soring.

5.2 Experimental datasets

We exploit the datasets distributed by TREC 2011 and 2012 Miroblog traks (Ounis et al., 2011, 2012). The

Miroblog Trak is a fous area within TREC to examine searh issues in Twitter. The Tweets2011 orpus

inludes approximately 16 million tweets published over 16 days. The real-time ad-ho task of the TREC Mi-

roblog 2011 trak inludes 49 time stamped topis whih serve as queries. Eah topi represents an information

need at a spei� point of time. Atually, we exploit the 49 topis of the TREC Miroblog 2011 trak for the

apaities learning and we used the 60 TREC Miroblog 2012 trak for testing (Ounis et al., 2012). The general

dataset statistis are reported in Table 4.
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Tweets 16, 141, 812

Null tweets 1, 204, 053

Unique terms 7, 781, 775

Mirobloggers 5, 356, 432

TREC Miroblog 2011 Topis 49

TREC Miroblog 2012 Topis 60

Table 4: Statistis of the TREC 2011 and 2012 Miroblog traks dataset.

We use the Terrier

5

searh engine for indexing and retrieval. Sine the task fouses on English tweets only, we

eliminated the non English tweets using a simple language identi�er tool. We also used some regular expressions

to �lter out some ommon types of tokens known in Twitter, but we did not �lter the terms starting with the

@ or # symbols. Although spam tweets are inluded, we did not perform any further proessing as the main

onern of our work is the multi-riteria relevane assessment.

5.3 Evaluation protool

We adopt an evaluation protool, onsisting in two steps, as desribed in the following.

• Training step: This step onsists in learning the Choquet apaities that be of use within eah relevane

dimension and eah subset of relevane riteria in the aggregation proess. Thus, we propose to exploit the

TREC Miroblog 2011 trak (49) topis to experiment di�erent ombinations of apaities. As the relevane

assessments relative to the trak are available, we selet the best apaities whih optimize our aggregation

model e�etiveness in a suh IR task.

• Testing step: This step onsists in testing the iAggregator e�etiveness based on the TREC Miroblog

2012 trak (60) topis. To assess the e�etiveness of our approah, we rely on the preisions P�10, P�20,

P�30 and MAP . We notie that P�30 is used o�ially to evaluate the retrieval performanes of the

5

http://terrier.org
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partiipating groups in the Miroblog Traks. These evaluation measures are omputed with the standard

trec_eval6 tool.

Moreover, as it is ase for learning to rank methods (T.-Y. Liu, 2009; Madonald, Santos, & Ounis, 2013), our

Choquet-based approah involves the use of a sample of top-ranked douments returned in response to a given

query, initially based on the BM25 standard weighting model. Then, these douments are re-ranked with respet

to the other onsidered riteria and the aggregation is done on the three relevane dimensions. This manner in

whih the approah is deployed, is also used by most of the TREC Miroblog partiipants (Miyanishi, Seki, &

Uehara, 2012; Liang, Qiang, Hong, Fei, & Yang, 2012) who used instead of BM25 a language model ranking.

The partiipants are required to return top-ranked tweets prior to a query time per doument aording to

their relevane sore.

6 Results and disussion

In this setion, we evaluate the e�etiveness of iAggregator. We start �rst by introduing the evaluation

objetives as well as the method used to tune the Choquet apaities and then disuss the obtained retrieval

results.

6.1 Evaluation objetives

The aim of the experiments presented in the remainder is twofold:

• Evaluate the impat of riteria interations: we show the ability of the Choquet integral in ombining the

relevane of dependent dimensions. The dependeny property is estimated using a ranking orrelation anal-

ysis. We also exploit the interation and importane indies given through the fuzzy measure (Cf., Setion

4.1) to estimate the interations between the onsidered riteria. The impat of the riteria dependeny on

the retrieval performanes is also disussed.

6

http://tre.nist.gov/trec_eval
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• Compare iAggregator to state-of-the-art aggregation operators: we ompare our approah vs. the Arith-

meti Mean (Am), the Weighted Arithmeti Mean (Wam) and the linear ombination mehanism as well

as the Min, Max, Owa (Yager, 1988), OWmin (Dubois & Prade, 1996), And and Soring aggregation

operators (Costa Pereira et al., 2009). Afterward, we evaluate iAggregator with three onventional state-

of-the-art learning to rank algorithms namely, RankNet (Burges et al., 2005), RankSVM (Joahims, 2006)

and ListNet (Cao, Qin, Liu, Tsai, & Li, 2007).

6.2 Correlation analysis of the relevane dimensions

One of the main advantages in using the Choquet integral is its apability in aggregating interating or orrelated

riteria. We present in this setion a orrelation analysis of the relevane dimensions through the Kendall's tau

(τ ) oe�ient (Kendall, 1938). Our objetive behind this is to show the interation that ould exist among the

set of the onsidered riteria and to justify the use of the Choquet integral in suh problems although the wide

range of works proving this fat (Carterette et al., 2011; F. Wei et al., 2010).

Criterion Topiality (T) Reeny (R) Authority (A)

Topiality 1 0.1580 0.0013

Reeny − 1 0.0010

Authority − − 1

(a) Rank orrelation oe�ient for the single riteria rankings.

Criterion {T, R} {T, A} {R, A}

{T, R} 1 0.2290 0.1210

{T, A} − 1 −0.1030

{R, A} − − 1

(b) Rank orrelation oe�ient for the subset

of riteria.

Table 5: Rank orrelation analysis of the relevane riteria in the tweet searh task.

The Kendall's tau (τ ) orrelation oe�ient analyses the agreement between two rankings onsidering onor-

dant and disordant pairs. In our ontext, we analyse the agreement between tweet rankings returned by eah

onsidered riterion solely on one side and subsets of riteria in the other side. The more similar (resp. reversed)

the rankings are, the loser to 1 the orrelation oe�ient tau is (resp. −1). If the rankings are independent,

then we would expet the oe�ient to be approximately equal to zero. Table (5a) and Table (5b) show respe-

tively the rank orrelation oe�ient for the individual riteria rankings and for the subset of relevane riteria
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rankings. Eah oe�ient is omputed over the TREC Miroblog 2012 trak topis rankings. The global results

are averaged over the resulted douments from eah ranking. At a glane, Table (5a) highlights that reeny

and topiality are signi�antly orrelated whereas authority seems to be independent and less important. From

Table (5b), we notie, unlikely, that authority impats ranking in presene of both topiality and reeny. One

an see that the impat is more important in presene of topiality, whih is quite expeted.

To present an in depth understanding of this interation phenomena, we show in the following the Shapley

values as well as the interation indies obtained through the fuzzy measure within the TREC Miroblog 2011

dataset. These parameters provide meaningful information that an be used to interpret the resulting model

behavior.

Criterion Topiality Reeny Authority

Importane indie 0.63 0.25 0.12

(a) Criteria Importane indie.

Criterion Topiality Reeny Authority

Topiality − +0.18 +0.01

Reeny − − −0.10

Authority − − −

(b) Criteria Interation indie.

Table 6: Criteria importane and interation indies

As we an see in Table (6a), given the marginal ontribution of the ontent mathing riterion in this IR task,

we notie a high importane index of topiality with a value of 0.631. The reeny relevane riterion is also

given a quite high importane ompared to the authority relevane dimension. This is not surprising as we deal

with a real-time adho task as far as we are interested in the most relevant and reent tweets (Ounis et al.,

2011). To analyse the Interation phenomena existing among these relevane riteria and quantify its degree,

we report in Table (6b), the values of the Interation index between the three relevane riteria Topiality,

Reeny and Authority. From this Table, we an also remark that the authority riterion is not important and

it does not bring any ontribution when it is ombined with topial relevane riteria.

It is also worth to mention notie a positive interation between topiality and reeny relevane riteria. This

explains the higher ontribution of these two riteria on the overall global soring when they are present together
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and this onords with the aim of the onsidered IR setting. As it an be seen, these results are in onordane

with those obtained by the Kendall's tau (τ ) orrelation oe�ient, whih prove the dependenies between the

relevane riteria and motivate the use of the Choquet integral to aggregate them.

6.3 Tuning the Choquet apaities

In this setion, we study the tuning of the apaity values that should be assigned to eah riterion and

eah subset of riteria before omputing the global Choquet sores. As we have the relevane assessments

orresponding to the TREC Miroblog 2011 trak topis, we used the Least-squares based approah (Cf. Setion

4.2) to tune the best ombination of apaities that should be attributed to the relevane dimensions. Atually,

eah ombination µ(i)
is omposed by the following subsets of riteria:

µ(i)
= {µ{topicality}, µ{authority}, µ{recency}, µ{topicality,authority}, µ{topicality,recency}, µ{recency,authority}}.

The di�erent experimented apaity ombinations µ{.} used within eah riterion and eah ombination of

riteria, fall into [0 . . . 1] and are omputed with a step equal to 0.1. The adopted methodology for assigning

apaity values for these relevane riteria is desribed below:

• Step 1: We start by assigning higher apaity values to the topial riterion and we start by 0.8. The

apaity values of the reeny and authority riteria are, respetively, equal to 0.1 and 0.1, i.e., the sum of

the three relevane riteria apaities is 1. The apaity values of eah subset of riteria is the sum of its

single apaity riteria. Then, we derement the topial apaity value by 0.1 and we inrement the reeny

apaity value, with the same step. This proess is repeated until the topial apaity reahes 0.1 and the

reeny riterion apaity reahes 0.8.

• Step 2: We assign the reeny riterion a high apaity, equal to 0.8. We derement the reeny apaity

and we inrement the authority riterion apaity until it reahes 0.8 (the step is 0.1).

• Step 3: We assign the authority riterion a high apaity, equal to 0.8. We derement the authority apaity

and we inrement the topiality riterion apaity until it reahes 0.8 (the step is 0.1).

The adopted methodology for that purpose is detailed in Algorithm 1 while Table 7 desribes the notations

used within the Algorithm.
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Notation Desription

Qlearn The set of queries used to train the apaity values

D The doument olletion

qrels The set of user's relevane assessments inluding

relevant douments for eah query q ∈ Qlearn.

qrels(q): relevant douments of query q.

S
µ(l) The set of the experimented apaity ombination

values. Eah ombination µ(i) ∈ S
µ(l) ontains

the apaities values of all the set and subsets of

riteria. For instane, in the ase of three riteria, eah

µ(i)
involves ({µc1 ;µc2 ;µc3 ;µc1,c2 ;µc1,c3 ; µc2,c3}).

Table 7: Notations used within Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Identi�ation of the Fuzzy Measures

Data: The set of queries Qlearn, doument olletion D, the set qrels of relevane assessments, apaity ombinations

S
µ(i) .

Result: Capaity values µ{i} of all the riteria and the subset of riteria.

1. For eah query qk ∈ Qlearn do

2. For eah apaity ombination value µ(i) ∈ S
µ(l) do

3. Compute the P@X of the returned douments in response to query qk.

4. End for

5. End for

6. Selet the ombination of apaities µ(∗)
that gives the best average P@X on the training set Qlearn.

7. Selet a subset of returned relevant douments dj ∈ R(qk) suh as R(qk) ⊂ qrels(qk) with their given partial and

global sores RSVci (qk, dj) based on ombination µ(∗)
.

8. Selet a subset of returned non relevant douments dnr ∈ NR(qk) suh as NR(qk) ⊂ D and dnr /∈ qrels(qk) with

their given partial and global sores RSVci(qk, dnr) based on ombination µ(∗)
.

9. Assign to eah doument dj ∈ R(qk) higher (partial and global) sores than eah doument dnr ∈ NR(qk) (even if

they are ranked on the bottom).

10. Apply the Least-squares based approah on the set of assigned sores, return the outome µ(∗∗)
.
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We denote by (µ(1)
) as the best ombination obtained during the learning phase, whih gives the higher

average value of P@30 on the set of the TREC Miroblog 2011 learning topis. This ombination inludes the

following values: (µT = 0.8, µA = 0.1, µR = 0.1, µT,A = 0.9, µT,R = 0.9, µA,R = 0.2) where T , A and R stands

respetively for topiality,authority and reeny.

Figure 2 plots the performane of our approah within the TREC Miroblog 2011 trak topis, using the

experimented ombinations of apaities, whih are obtained as desribed above. The x-axis represents the 21

trained apaities ombinations µ(i) ∈ Sµ(l) , whih orrespond to the fuzzy measures values of eah riterion

and eah subset of riteria, as previously illustrated. The y-axis represents the results obtained in terms of

P@30 after appliation of the Choquet integral within the aforementioned relevane riteria (To, Au, Re). The

highlighted value in Figure 2 (µ(1)
) indiates the best ombination obtained during the learning phase as it

gives the higher average value of P@30 on the set of the TREC Miroblog 2011 learning topis (Qlearn).

Fig. 2: iAggregator e�etiveness within di�erent apaity ombination values on the learning phase.

As it may be seen from the returned apaity ombination values of (µ(1)
) and from the other experimented

ombination values in Figure 2, iAggregator is likely to be penalized for showing any preferene for tweets,
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for whih the topial and authority riteria are important. In fat, this latter is underperformed for topis for

whih authoritative tweets' sores are important, those tweets our deeper in the ranking. Nevertheless, more

reent topially sored tweets are more likely to be relevant, and this explains the positive interation for both

riteria. Therefore, as the system performs well when the topial and reeny riteria are important, we onsider

it a �suess� at dealing with the real-time TREC Miroblog task.

Furthermore, the apaity ombination returned by the Least squares based approah µ(∗)
is omposed by:

(µTo = 0.633, µRe = 0.204, µAu = 0.153, µ{To,Re} = 0.961, µ{To,Au} = −0.210, µ{Re,Au} = −0.5). Our

approah gives more importane to the topial and reeny riteria. This �ts well the Miroblog trak aim, as

users are generally interested in tweets arriving at a spei� time and onerning something happening now.

We notie that the apaity values on the subsets {To,Au} and {Re,Au} are negatives. Thus, the ontribution

of the topiality relevane riterion to every ombination of riteria that does not ontain authority, is greater

than its ontribution when the riterion authority is highly sored. The same fat holds for the relevane

dimensions reeny and authority. The authority relevane dimension interats negatively with both other

riteria. Furthermore, despite its importane as a relevane riteria in Twitter (Chen et al., 2012), the authority

riterion does not appear to be a fator for the topi, whene, the negative apaities assigned to µ{To,Au} and

µ{Re,Au}. However, the higher fuzzy measure assoiated to {To,Re} indiates a positive interation between

both riteria. Interestingly enough, all the apaities obtained on the ombination of relevane dimensions

support the assumption that these riteria usually interat and this fat should be onsidered whenever it

omes to aggregating them. All these results are onsistent with those obtained from the orrelation analysis

presented in Setion 6.2.

6.4 E�etiveness evaluation

In the following, we report the omparative e�etiveness of iAggregator with state-of-the-art aggregation

approahes and learning to rank methods.
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6.4.1 Comparative evaluation with state-of-the-art aggregation operators

Here, we ompare our approah to some traditional and state-of-the-art aggregation operators. More partiularly,

with the Arithmeti Mean (Am), the Weighted Arithmeti Mean (Wam) and the linear ombination strategy

(Ls) as well as the Min, Max, Owa (Yager, 1988), OWmin (Dubois & Prade, 1996), And and Soring

aggregation operators (Costa Pereira et al., 2012). The �nal soring funtion for linear ombination is omputed

as follows: LCS(T ) =
∑3

i=1(αilcsi(T )), where lcsi(T ) is the performane sore of tweet T on the riterion ci,

with i ∈ {topiality, authority, reeny}. The riteria weights used within Wam and Ls are tuned during the

apaities learning phase within the TREC Miroblog 2011 topis. We attributed them the optimal weights, i.e.,

those giving the best average on P@30 during this phase: αrecency = 0.23, αauthority = 0.16 and αtopicality =

0.61, where αi is the weight of the riterion ci.

Table 8 reports the results, by means of P@10, P@30 and MAP obtained by iAggregator against the

aforementioned aggregation baseline operators. As it may be seen in Table 8, our aggregation model outperforms

the whole baselines in both high preisions and MAP. In order to evaluate the signi�ane of iAggregator'

improvement, we onduted a paired two-tailed t-test. Signi�ane testing based on the student t-test statisti

is omputed on the basis of all the tested preision levels. Considering the obtained p-values, we have marked

with symbols †, ‡ and ⋆ statistially signi�ant di�erenes. The positive improvements obtained in favour to

our approah were found to be statistially signi�ant with p-values between 0.01 and 0.05 for Ls, and with

p-values < 0.01 for the others aggregation operators. From this table, we also remark that the performanes'

improvements are important for the lassial aggregation operators. We found performane improvement up to

P@30 values of about 60.26% for theWam and of 63.23% for theMax operator, then the Am had similar perfor-

mane, even enough there is a slight improvement drop. For the Soring operator, the signi�ant improvement

is less important. As we onsidered the prioritization senario Sc1: {topicality} ≻ {recency} ≻ {authority},

giving the best P@30 average, we an onlude that the obtained di�erene of performane, in favour of iAg-

gregator, is explained by the onsideration of the interations existing among the set of riteria, that we
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Operator

Preision

% hange

P�10 P�20 P�30 MAP

Am 0.1140 ‡ 0.0991 ⋆ 0.0936 ⋆ 0.0535 +59.89%

Wam 0.1161 ⋆ 0.0991 ⋆ 0.0929 ⋆ 0.0539 +60.28%

Ls 0.1860 ‡ 0.1833 ‡ 0.1854 ‡ 0.0928 +20,73%

Max 0.1088 ⋆ 0.0895 ⋆ 0.0860 ⋆ 0.0604 +63,23%

Min 0.1793 ‡ 0.1767 ‡ 0.1764 ⋆ 0.0879 +24.58%

Owa 0.1879 † 0.1776 ‡ 0.1764 ⋆ 0.0882 +24.58%

OWMin 0.1897 † 0.1776 ‡ 0.1833 ⋆ 0.0902 +21.63%

And 0.1793 ‡ 0.1767 ‡ 0.1764 ⋆ 0.0882 +24.58%

Soring 0.2018 ‡ 0.1982 ‡ 0.1977 ⋆ 0.1091 +15.47%

iAggregator

0.2345 0.2293 0.2339 0.1252

−

+13.94% +13.56% +15.47% +12.85%

Table 8: Comparative evaluation of retrieval e�etiveness with state-of-the-art aggregation operators. %

hange indiates the iAggregator improvements in terms of P@30. The symbols †, ‡ and ⋆ denote the

student test signi�ane: ”†”: 0.05 < t 6 0.1; ”‡”: 0.01 < t 6 0.05; ” ⋆ ”: t 6 0.01. The last row shows the

iAggregator improvement in terms of P@X and MAP with the best baseline (i.e., Soring).

involved by means of the fuzzy measures. Thus, the global sores an no longer be biased by dependent riteria.

Compared to the And operator, the improvement di�erene is signi�antly better. We also notie, that although

being a prioritized aggregation method, the And operator has low performanes ompared to those of the Ls.

The same holds for the Owa operator. This an be explained by the tuning performed for Ls over the riteria

weights, during the learning phase in order to get the best oe�ients for eah relevane riterion, against the

Owa operator whih primarily fouses on the weights with high values and gives low importane to the smallest
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weights in the evaluation. As the idea underlying this type of aggregation is to minimize the impat of small

douments sores w.r.t a given riterion, a low weight an be a serious reason for disounting a doument, whih

leads to a biased global evaluation. Regarding the OWmin operator, the performane improvement is about

20% whih is the same obtained for the Ls. This method uses a vetor of levels of importane in order to

minimize the impat of low weighted terms on the �nal douments soring. Unlike Owa, the OWmin operator

uses the minimum instead of the average to ompute the global douments' sores. This may explain the low

performanes of the lassial averaging aggregation funtions as skethed by Table 8. From this analysis, we an

onlude that the major reason for the performane drop of the aforementioned aggregation operators, is the

bias introdued by douments w.r.t to some riteria, espeially those whih are dependent (Cf. Setion 6.2).

In order to get a more detailed understanding of the e�etiveness of iAggregator with respet to the other

aggregation approahes, we show in the overall urves, plot in Figure 3, a omparison with the aforementioned

aggregation methods. The di�erene of P@30 values between our approah, Owa, OWmin and prioritized

Fig. 3: Average preision at n omparison between iAggregator and standard aggregation mehanisms as

well as some state-of-the-art aggregation operators
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aggregation operators is more important omparing to standard aggregation shemes. As previously disussed,

the lowest P@30 values are notied for the Am and theWam operators as well as theMax aggregation method.

For the latter, this is likely due to the fat that the global sores are dominated by the best single sores. For

instane, the lak of satisfation of a given relevane dimension suh that topiality, whih is an important

riterion in Twitter, an be ompensated by the surplus satisfation of another riterion suh as authority,

whih ould be unrealisti. For the Min and And aggregation operators, the similar obtained results are not

preditable, sine the former is generally dominated by the worst sore, whereas the latter, mainly based on

the Min operator, penalizes tweets highly satis�ed by the least important riteria. However, if there are many

tweets highly sored with respet to the authority riterion (whih is likely the ase), its overall satisfation

degrees would be biased by this relevane riterion.

In order to further the e�etiveness analysis, we present in the following a gain and failure analysis of the

iAggregator approah. Table 9 presents the perentage of queries R+
, R−

and R for whih iAggregator

performs better (resp. lower, equal to) than the di�erent baseline operators, in terms of P@30, with an improve-

ment higher (resp. lower, equal to) than 5% in omparison with the 5 best baseline operators. From Table 9, we

Query set Am Min Owa Owmin Soring

R+ 56, 89% 43, 10% 43, 10% 36, 20% 36, 20%

R 22, 41% 37, 93% 37, 93% 43, 10% 41, 37%

R− 20, 68% 18, 96% 18, 96% 18, 96% 22, 41%

Table 9: Perentage of queries R+
, R−

and R for whih iAggregator performs better (resp. lower, equal to)

than the di�erent baseline operators, in terms of P@30.

an see that the perentage of queries for whih iAggregator is underperformed by the baseline operators is

almost the same, with an average of about 20, 34%. A manual analysis of these queries revealed that they are

pratially the same for all the aggregation baselines, with a quite di�erene for the Am aggregation method.
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The high perentage for R+
queries, is attempted, as expeted, for the same aggregation operator, i.e., the

Am. The di�erene of perentages is also well-nigh similar for the three sets of queries and these latter are

almost the same for these three sets w.r.t the aforementioned baselines. We note that the lower perentage for

R+
is marked for the Soring and OWmin aggregation operators with a 36, 2% of queries, whereas for R−

queries, the di�erene is notieable for the Soring operator with a perentage of about 22, 41%. For the set

of R queries, as the behavior of iAggregator and the Am aggregation mehanism are totally di�erent, the

perentage of queries, for whih the performane in terms of P@30, is equal for both operators and is too low

ompared to the other baseline operators.

(a) Comparison for queries R−
(b) Comparison for queries R+

Fig. 4: Average preision at n omparison between iAggregator and the Soring aggregation operator for

both queries R−
and R+

.

In Figure (4), we plot the di�erene performanes in terms of P@5. . .P@1000 between iAggregator and the

best baseline operator namely the Soring operator for both R+
, R−

. As it may be seen from �gure (4a), the

di�erene of performane between both aggregation operators is not very signi�ant for queries R−
. Despite

the fat that the Soring operator performs well for these queries, our approah is shown to have quite good
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results. It is worth to mention that our operator gives a null P@30 sore for 4 queries from R−
. The average

of performane di�erene is about 5, 43% and the high outperformane is marked for n = 5 with a di�erene

equal to 22, 21%. The worst P@30 di�erene performane values are observed for queries T63 and T65 from

the set of the TREC Miroblog 2012 trak topis with the values of 75, 01% and 28, 54% respetively. The �rst

topi namely: "Bieber and Stewart trading plaes" is a time sensitive query. Our model failed in retrieving the

most relevant results �rst. This is likely due to the quite low apaity value assigned to the reeny riterion

(µRe = 0.204) ompared with the topiality one (µTo = 0.633). Though the high apaity assigned to the

ombination of both relevane dimensions, the Choquet operator failed in retrieving the most relevant tweets

on the top of the ranking. The same holds for topi 65: "Mihelle Obama's obesity ampaign" and this is also

likely due to the hypothesis that tweets whih are reently published are onsidered as more important. This

assumption is not suitable for every topi, as queries may have di�erent hot time. If we assume that reent

tweets have a higher sore, this will a�et relevant tweet's ranking position if more relevant douments are not

published at the most reent time. For these topis, the Soring operator performanes are quite similar to

the other baselines.

Whereas for the queries R+
, for whih iAggregator outperforms the baseline operators, it may be seen

from Figure (4b) that the performane di�erene is very signi�ant. This di�erene is sharper espeially for the

�rst top 30 retrieved tweets with an average value of about 34, 41%, in ontrast to an average value of about

14, 10 for R−
and for the same retrieved tweets. If we take for instane, the topi number 73: "Iran nulear

program", we notie that iAggregator performs very well for this one, ompared to all the other baselines.

Likewise, the iAggregator performane for topi number 56: "Hugo Chavez", is worthwhile ompared to the

other aggregation operators. These two queries are time sensitive, but unlike topis 65 and 63, they are not only

relevant at a given position of time. More relevant tweets related to these two hot topis are published every

day. This may explain the importane given to both relevane riteria (with high apaities values) topiality

and reeny (Cf., Setion 6.3), after the appliation of the Least square based approah. An indepth analysis
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of the nature of topis as well as the returned relevant tweets may reveal other interesting issues in order to

improve the auray of our aggregation approah.

6.4.2 Comparative evaluation with learning to rank methods

Operator

Preision

% hange

P�10 P�20 P�30 MAP

RankSVM 0.2500 ‡ 0.2250 † 0.2218 † 0.0871 +5.17%

RankNet 0.2448 † 0.2198 † 0.2201 † 0.0858 +5.89%

ListNet 0.0931 ⋆ 0.1009 ⋆ 0.1115 ⋆ 0.0485 +52.33%

iAggregator

0.2345 0.2293 0.2339 0.1252

−

-6.60% +1.87% +5.17% +30.43%

Table 10: Comparative evaluation of retrieval e�etiveness with onventional learning to rank methods. %

hange indiates the iAggregator improvements in terms of P@30. The symbols †, ‡ and ⋆ denote the

student test signi�ane: ”†”: 0.05 < t 6 0.1; ”‡”: 0.01 < t 6 0.05; ” ⋆ ”: t 6 0.01. The last row shows the

iAggregator improvement in terms of P@X and MAP with the best baseline (i.e., RankSvm).

In the following, we present a omparative evaluation of iAggregator versus onventional state-of-the-

art learning to rank approahes. More spei�ally, we test our approah with two pairwise algorithms namely,

RankNet and RankSVM and with a listwise learning to rank algorithm namely, ListNet. We used the open

soure ode for RankSVM from (Joahims, 2006) and the RankLib library for the algorithms RankNet and

ListNet

7

. For all the settings, all these algorithms were ran for 200 iterations with the measure P@30 as a

loss funtion. The training models of these methods are learned with the same ground truth used for tuning

the best apaity ombination (Cf., Setion 5.3).

7

http://people.s.umass.edu/∼vdang/ranklib.html
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From Table 10, we see that iAggregator signi�antly outperforms both pairwise and listwise algorithms.

The improvement is up to 5% for RankNet and RankSVM and more than 52% for the ListNet algorithm.

The result for RankSVM is quite lower than the other methods with an improvement varying between 1.87%

and 5.17%. We also notie that iAggregator enhanes the MAP obtained by all the tested approahes with

an improvement of about 30.43% for the best baseline RankSVM.

To provide an in-depth understanding of the iAggregator improvement in omparison to its ounterparts,

we present in the following a gain and failure analysis of the iAggregator approah. Table 11 presents the

perentage of queries R+
and R−

for whih iAggregator performs better (resp. lower) than the di�erent

learning to rank methods, in terms of P@30. Clearly, we an see that the perentage of queries for whih

Query set RankSVM RankNet ListNet

R+ 67, 24% 67, 24% 72, 41%

R− 32, 76% 32, 76% 27, 59%

Table 11: Perentage of queries R+
and R−

for whih iAggregator performs better (resp. lower) than the

di�erent learning to rank methods, in terms of P@30.

iAggregator performs better than the learning to rank methods is up to 67, 24% for both pairwise algorithms

and of about 72, 41% for the listwise one. Despite the similar perentages obtained for R+
and R−

w.r.t

RankSVM and RankNet, the analysis of these queries reveals that they are not totally the same for both

algorithms. The high perentage for R+
queries is attempted for the ListNet algorithm with a perentage of

about 72, 41%.

In Figure (5), we plot the di�erene of performanes in terms of P@5. . .P@1000 between iAggregator and

RankSVM (the best baseline) for bothR+
,R−

. Obviously, we an notie from �gure (5a), that the di�erene of

performane between iAggregator and the baseline is quite signi�ant for queries R−
. This is not surprising

given the fat that the perentage of queries for whih iAggregator performs better than RankSVM is
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(a) Comparison for queries R−
(b) Comparison for queries R+

Fig. 5: Average preision at n omparison between iAggregator and the RankSVM learning to rank

algorithm for both queries R−
and R+

.

relatively high (up to 67, 24%) and given that the improvement in terms of P@30 despite being signi�ant, is

quite low (of about +5.17%).

For the queries R+
, for whih iAggregator outperforms the baseline learning to rank methods, we an

see from Figure (5b) that the performane di�erene is less signi�ant. In ontrast to R−
, for whih RankSVM

outperforms iAggregator only for the �rst top 100 tweets, we notie that for R+
, RankSVM is outperformed

for all the top K tweets. This may explain the high improvement marked by iAggregator in terms of MAP

(30.43%) against the baselines. Likewise, we may further enhane these results by improving the ranking of the

relevant tweets returned in the bottom (i.e., beyond the top 30 tweets).

6.4.3 Comparative evaluation with o�ial TREC Miroblog results

In the following, we ompare our results with the high performing o�ial results from the TREC Miroblog

2012 trak (Ounis et al., 2012), in terms of the o�ial measures (P@30 and MAP ).
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Model P@30 MAP

Best 2012 TREC run 0.2701 0.2642

Seond best run 0.2559 0.2277

TREC median 0.1808 0.1480

iAggregator 0.2339 0.1252

Table 12: Comparison with the o�ial TREC Miroblog 2012 Trak results.

Results shown in Table 12 are rather promising, sine we outperform the sores of the TREC P@30 and MAP

medians. This fat holds despite the quite small exploited number of riteria, whih wasn't the ase for most

of the partiipating groups. Moreover, apart from the apaities learning performed over the Miroblog 2012

Trak topis, we didn't made use of any external evidene. It an be seen from Tables 8, 10 and 12 that the

MAP values obtained in our IR setting are relatively low ompared to those of the o�ial P@30 measure. As

this fat holds for our Choquet based method as well as all the tested baselines, we may assert that these low

values are not related to the aggregation phase. The major reason for that lie in the rankings returned by the

query-likelihood BM25 model (topial riterion), on whih were based the omputation of the reeny and

authority doument's sores. Still, we ould say that our results are promising regarding the IR task setting

and the trak o�ial evaluation measure used to judge the TREC partiipant results.

7 Conlusion

Aggregation of multiple relevane riteria is grasping an inreasing attention in the IR ommunity. Researh

diretions that have been reently addressed in this onern, shows performane improvement on the quality

of IR systems, when many relevane dimensions are ombined together. The srutiny of the experiene arisen

from previous state-of-the-art works reveals that there is a ompelling need to design general e�etive multi-

riteria aggregation frameworks to aurately ombining the whole relevane riteria by taking into aount

their dependeny. In this paper, after a ritial review of the literature onerning the multi-riteria relevane
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aggregation, we proposed a new fuzzy integral-based approah, alled iAggregator, based on the well studied

and theoretially justi�ed Choquet mathematial operator, for multidimensional relevane aggregation. This

operator supports the observation that relevane riteria may interat with eah other and may have a signi�ant

value on how well a ranking is assessed in a real-world IR setting. The e�etiveness of the aggregation approah

has been evaluated within a soial miroblogging IR setting. More partiularly, a tweet searh task where we

made use of three relevane riteria. The iAggregator performane evaluation onduted within the TREC

Miroblog 2011 and 2012 traks showed that the proposed operator allows to improve the ranking of the

douments, in omparison to state-of-the-art aggregation operators, when relevane riteria interations are

taken into aount by means of the fuzzy measure. An analysis of the suess and failure of the searh at the

query level, revealed that our approah performs well for time sensitive hot topis for whih tweets are not

only relevant on a given position of time and that there is a need to further improve the performed apaity

tuning. The study also showed that iAggregator performs well than the other baselines, for most of the TREC

Miroblog 2012 trak topis. Afterwards, we have ompared our approah with some representative learning to

rank methods and showed that it performs better in terms of preision at di�erent ranks and MAP .

This study has some limitations that an be explored in future work. First, it may be instrutive to determine

whether the results are generalizable by exploring the evaluation of other retrieval IR settings with a high

number of inomparable relevane riteria and then gauge the onsisteny of the results obtained with those

presented in this paper. Seond, further researh is needed to dynamially learn the apaity values through

the study of large-sale query pro�les; while several works studied the query sensitivity to orthogonal faets

(suh as navigational, transational and informational (Jansen, Booth, & Spink, 2008), it would be interesting

to shift the study towards multi-faet query sensitivity to dependent riteria and then attempt to tune the user

preferene riteria, leading to apaity values, along within the user's searh sessions. The main outome of

this future researh study would be the design of hypotheses supporting optimal tuning of the apaity values

onsidering IR appliations where multidimensional relevane is involved.
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